
 

FAI Jury President Report 
To be sent as soon as possible after the contest to:  delor.bruno@gmail.com 

 

Drone Racing World Cup event 
name FAI Namwon Drone Race World Cup 

Location (City & country) Namwon Sports Town, Namwon, Republic of Korea 

Date August 11 to 13, 2023 

Entry fee amount 50 US Dollar 

  

FAI Jury members (Precise for each Jury 
member full name, nationality and e-mail 
address) 

1- Bruno DELOR (FRA) - delor.bruno@gmail.com  

2- David ROBERTS (USA) - david@dronesports.us   

3- Ms. Ting Yu (Stéphanie) CHAO YOO (TPE) - tyc722@gmail.com  

Contest Director (Precise full name, 
nationality and e-mail address) 

Hangsik KIM (KOR) - cnblue@chol.org (Contest Director) 

Ms. SoonCHEON PARK (KOR) - kama@k-ama.org (Race Director) 

Starter (Precise full name, nationality and 
e-mail address) 

Yongsang KWON (KOR) - xhxhfh1383@naver.com   

Pilots' Judges (Precise for each judge full 
name, nationality and e-mail address) 

- Ik Hwan (Samson) KIM (KOR) - turbo982821@yahoo.com 

- Jae Jin AN (KOR) - anjj2jjna@gmail.com  

- Tae Woo KIM (KOR) - gusduf102@naver.com  

- Jong Bum LEE (KOR) - wmcokr@gmail.com  
  

Total number of competitors  66 (from 6 countries) including 35 juniors and 6 women 
  

Processing of the model 
 

 YES X  NO  
If yes, mention which specifications have been checked and how each registered 
model has been marked:  Use of the Processing Form prepared for the 2023 WDRC. 

Electronic timing system 
 

 YES X  NO  

If yes, precise reference of the system used:  Immersion RC LapRF 8-Way 

LED light unit requested on models 
 

 YES X  NO  
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Qualification stage 
 

 Number of qualifying 
rounds 3  Number of pilots per 

group 4 
Precise the qualification method (Fastest time to complete a required number of laps, 
average of the 3 best times to perform a lap, ...):  Average of the 3 best times to perform 
a lap 

Elimination stage 
 

 Number of competitors 
selected from qualification 32  Number of pilots per 

group 4 
 

Double elimination optional sequence applied: 

 YES x  NO  
 

Additional rounds optional 
sequence applied 

 

 YES   NO x 
 

If yes, precise: 

 Number of additional 
rounds flown   Number of pilots per 

group  
 

Weather Good weather with high temperature. 

Local rules or deviations from 
Sporting Code 

NO 

Unusual organisation occurrences 
(withdrawal of a FAI judge, interruption of 
the event or delays, incident or accident,...) 

NO 

 

Complaint (mention number and reasons) Minor complaints based on video problems in flight but none satisfied after check done 
with the official video recording. 

Protest (mention number and reasons) NO 

  

Presence of public 
 

 YES   NO X 

If yes, precise the estimated number of visitors per day: 

Media coverage 
 

 YES X  NO  

If yes, precise medias present (local or national press, TV, …): Interviews from by the 
Namwon city Promotion Department for publication in the monthly city magazine. 

 Date: August 13, 2023 FAI Jury President signature: 

   


